
{p6} Modular Wearable 


                                                                                 

Challenge:

Design a dynamic, wearable sculpture that transforms the silhouette of your 
body using one hundred or more of the same material/item, plus one 
connecting material/item. Your chosen material may be purchased or found, 
but the surface of the material/item may not be altered {painted, stained, 
etc.} The final piece should be made specifically for your own body and will 
need to be worn for our final critique. 


Key Terms: 
Found Object: Everyday common objects, usually of low monetary value used as 
components of a work of art that retain recognizable aspects of their original form 
and/or context.


Modular: Art that is created by joining together smaller multiples to create a larger, 
unified and more visually complex work of art.


Objectives: 

+ Create an ambitious wearable sculpture that is dynamic and visually 
interesting. 

+ Make something tailored for your body and wearable.

+ Create an ambitious solution, beyond what is expected.

+ Chose techniques and handling of material demonstrates high quality 
craftsmanship in support of a modular wearable sculpture.

+ Understand the nature of multiplicity through a process of binding, 
connecting and layering. 

+ Push a singe material to its fullest potential. 

+ Document {photographs, drawings and writing} all of your art making 
progress, problem solving and idea development. 


Materials:  
One hundred or more of your chosen material. This should be a very cheap 
found object & a material that you can very easily get a lot of. You will want 
to consult the hazard material list in choosing this item.  


One “connector”- the chosen material you will be using to connect, attach or bind all 
of your multiples together.  Not sure where to start? Here are a few examples of 
connectors: string; rubber bands; twist ties; pipe cleaners; paperclips; yarn; wire.


Research:  

In your visual journal, plan your desired outcome and complete a series of 5-7 
drawings that specifically show how you plan to attach and build upon your material. 
Your drawings should show your building process, an overview of your completed 
design from several angles/perspectives and several detail or zoomed in drawings 
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RESEARCH the FOLLOWING  
{we will be looking for evidence in 
your visual journal...sketch/define/
identify examples in your reading}


ambition


wearable art


elements & principles of design


your own human scale


texture


visual transformation


repetition


rhythm 


weight


tension


tailoring


unity


ambition {dazzle yourself+dazzle us}


found object


methods of attachment/connections


volume


sampling


multiple/modular
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that address how you will connect your multiples. Test materials. Record all findings 
and research in your visual journal. 


Things to consider:  
- How does the scale of your material impact the overall scale of your project?


- Often fit the sculpture to your body to make sure it is well built and structured so it 
can in fact be wearable. 


- All materials have content; what is the content {meaning} loaded within your 
chosen material? Are you trying to make a statement through your material choice or 
did you choose this material for its formal physical attributes?


- How is your design altering your silhouette?


- How is this design dynamic and ambitious?


- How are you planning on managing your time to complete this project? 

Timeline: 
Harvesting deadline for ALL materials for this project & bring them ALL to studio:                                                                                                 
MW Crew {M} 4/10 @ 1:30pm; TR Crew {T} 4/11 @ 1:30pm


Progress critique {we should clearly be able to understand your design direction}

MW Crew {M} 4/24 @ 1:30pm; TR Crew {T} 4/25 @ 1:30pm 


Final Critique: 
MW Crew {W} 5/3 @ 1:30pm; TR Crew {R} 5/4 @ 1:30pm


Evaluation: 
All WASH projects will be graded based on the following rubric: Design + Craft + 
Concept + Presentation/Critique + Problem Solving/Artistic Process 


Reading: Reference your lecture reading calendar & consider how ideas & 
concepts relate to visually solving this specific problem. How do artists from 
the past & present generate ideas? How do they inventively handle 
materials? How do they transform materials? What are trends in 
contemporary art as it relates to Wearable Art? The body? Multiples? Think.


REMEMBER TO DOCUMENT YOUR MAKING PROCESS 

	 	



	 	


